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REAL BIG TILES
The Origin of Life Force



2044_3: fire frame smooth

and flute lengthwise K 240

Glaze: hemp light

Technique: Spartherm

KE 137,0

2044_5: fire tiles MAXIMUS

flute lengthwise K 241

Glaze: solnhofen

Technique: Spartherm

KE 240,0

Forms of Nature

The charm of capturing natural shapes

and converting them into a unique

ceramic form is something that the

Sommerhuber Ceramic Manufactory

is proud of. The warmth of ceramics

creates an incomparable and natural

atmosphere.
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Titel

2044_2: fire tiles MAXIMUS

flute lengthwise K 241

Glaze: solnhofen

Technique: Spartherm

KE 240,0



Source of Comfort

2006: fire shelf S 179,

REAL BIG TILES K378

Glaze: dolomite

Technique: Spartherm

KE 512,5

The tile stove creates the original feeling of

security and comfort. With its ceramic radiant

heat it is the natural centre of every home.

Which place could be more inviting and cosy

than by the place in front of the fire - the

relaxed atmosphere is a source of comfort.
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2061: fire shelf K 179,

niche rectangular

Glaze: granite light

Technique: Spartherm

KE 219,0

An open fire signifies a natural unity of the

familiar and the fascinating which satisfies

our desire for warmth and comfort.

The reinterpretation of open fire with modern

design, surfaces and glazes which are adapted

to the modern style.
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Natura l Unity



2060: fire shelf K 179,

slab cornice flute fine K 387,

niche square

Glaze: black matt, enamel

white matt

Technique: Brunner

KE 188,0

The simplicity of design allows you to see more clearly.

Straight lines, clear shaping, and large surfaces reduce

perception to the essential, the archaic experience of fire,

which makes you feel the power of nature. Experience the

energy of fire without any restrictions.
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Reduct ion to the Essent ia l



2048: fire tiles MAXIMUS

flute K 241,

fire frame smooth K 240

Glaze: granite dark, dolomite

Technique: Spartherm

KE 131,0

Harmony of Form

The interaction between the contrast

between the clear, minimalist design

of heat storing ceramics and the

continually rebuilding shape of fire –

its luminosity, its mysterious

fascination - produces a harmonious

entity. This task has been tackled by

the designers at the Sommerhuber

Ceramic Manufactory for hundreds

of years.
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Strength of the Concept

2065: fire shelf K 179,

fire frame K 240

Glaze: granite dark, dune

Technique: kal-fire

KE 217,0

Let yourself be inspired by the clarity

of design and the possibilities offered

by a tile stove. Large surfaces, clear

lines and glazes which are adapted to

our modern style. Living spaces that

give vitality and bring us back to the

roots of our energy.
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2058:
fire tiles MAXIMUS K 241

Glaze: rust

Technique: kal-fire

KE 516,0
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The reduction to the essential has always been

a particular challenge for designers. The function

of heating via a ceramic surface and the option

of unique design using the natural glazes.

Enjoy fire in a warming frame by Sommerhuber.

Strength of Pur i ty



2050: fire tiles MAXIMUS

smooth K 241

Glaze: rust

Technique: Spartherm

KE 200,0

Fire has an original, archaic allure for

us. REAL BIG TILES, made of natural

materials, with beautiful surface

structures as we know them from

nature. Touching the surface and its

natural structure feels familiar.

The Beauty is in the Detai l

2019_1: fire shelf S 179

Glaze: sandstone medium

Technique: Brunner

KE 231,0
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2057: fire shelf MAXIMUS K 179,

fire tiles MAXIMUS flute lengthwise K 241

Glaze: rust, solnhofen

Technique: Spartherm

KE 350,0

True Greatness

True greatness depends on generosity.

Fascinated by the idea of designing a

generous fireplace in a special room, the

Sommerhuber Ceramic Manufactory

developed REAL BIG TILES. One single piece

of ceramic, the perfect material to give the

fire a convenient frame - just like a monolith.
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Inner Sanctum

2054_1: fire shelf MAXIMUS K 179,

fire tiles MAXIMUS flute lengthwise

Glaze: granite dark, dune

Technique: Brunner

KE 316,0

There are places in our lives which we

perceive as special. We go there to recharge

our energy and vitality needed in order to

deal with the challenges of our everyday

life. Fire and ceramic heat of the large

component elements by Sommerhuber

create one of these special places.
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2062: fire shelf K 179,

slab cornice smooth and flute fine K 387

Glaze: hemp light, dune

Technique : Brunner

KE 202,0

“The Discovery of Slowness” – a wonderful

book. Taking the due time for the tasks of

everyday life – sitting together with friends

and talking, reading a book or staring into the

flames, lost in thought. Activities which

replenish our energy for our everyday life.
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Energy for Everyday Life



2018: fire shelf S 179,

slab cornice S 387

Glaze: sandstone medium

Technique: Brunner

KE 163,5

2046: fire frame smooth K 240

Glaze: nutmeg

Technique: Brunner

KE 68,0

Fire is an essential part of our life.

Captured and tamed in warming ceramic

surfaces, a fireplace radiates a feeling of

security and enables us to feel comfortable

and relax. The large Sommerhuber ceramic

surfaces with their clean lines make the

fireplace an experience.

Source of Energy
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2043: fire tiles MAXIMUS

flute K 241, fire shelf S 179

Glaze: dolomite, granite dark

Technique: Brunner

KE 120,5

2015: slab cornice S 387

Glaze: slate

Technique: Brunner

KE 59,0

A fire is like a good novel – inspiring,

fascinating and above all, animating.

A continuous variety of new shapes –

whether blazing, gently flickering, glowing

with energy – it will always produce vital

energy. The best place to indulge in fantasy.

Enjoy fire in the generously proportioned

form of REAL BIG TILES by Sommerhuber.

Source of Inspirat ion
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2064: backrest smooth

and flute fine K 378,

slab cornice and flute fine K 178

Glaze: basalt medium, alabaster matt

Technique: Brunner

KE 283,0

Tiles have particular qualities. They store heat and

release it in a particularly mild, healthy way. Heat

which has long since been known for its healing,

relaxing effect to our body. Beneficial and relaxing,

this is the quality of REAL BIG TILES by Sommerhuber.

Ceramic Radiat ing Qual i ty
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2047_1: backrest K 378,

fire shelf S 179

Glaze: cocoa dark, perla

Technique: Brunner

KE 351,0

Heat and its healing, relaxing effects on the human body have

been known for centuries. Sommerhuber tiles allow a special form

of heat intake. Snuggle up to the matt silk ceramic surface and

enjoy the pleasant warm rays.

Source of Wel l -Being
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We would like to express our gratitude to: Eisserer Musikhaus, Enns -

Krauss Kristallluster-Erzeuger, Haidershofen - Molto Luce, Wels - Möbel See, Haid.

Sommerhuber GmbH, Resthofstr. 69, A-4400 Steyr

Ph: +43/7252/893-0, Fax: +43/7252/893-210

keramik@sommerhuber.com, www.sommerhuber.com
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2063: fire shelf K 179,

slab cornice smooth

and flute fine K 387

Glaze: nutmeg

Technique: Spartherm

KE 196,0


